In the Mountains, our story is built on hard work. The branches of the Deerfield River converge here. The very water on which we settled powered the mills that built our homes and the traditions that shaped our community. Visitors and citizens need to find Town Hall, town information and your town leadership downtown. Ideally, we want to smooth the way for people to navigate downtown. Visitors and citizens need to find Town Hall, town information and your town leadership downtown. Ideally, we want to smooth the way for people to navigate downtown.

In the Mountains, our valley and streams are evident. They are the arteries of the community rich in classic New England and Victorian details.

In architecture, planning, landscape architecture, historic preservation, public art, and community branding.

Vermont Downtown Action Team (V-DAT) was selected by the State of Vermont, Department of Housing and Community Development, Vermont Downtown Program in May 2013 to conduct a community planning and economic development charrette in Wilmington. This V-DAT was comprised of experts in architecture, planning, landscape architecture, historic preservation, public art, and community branding.

This information coupled with the market study findings for Wilmington show that there is room for additional retail and restaurant growth in the market. Wilmington’s downtown is a great opportunity for infill development with strong architectural character and links to the detailed presentation and report for Wilmington please visit the Vermont Downtown Action Team website.

Make downtown the civic heart of your community.
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